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Keep to the time old traditions of reds and greens with a
twist from Marks & Spencer’s Surat Collection dining
table, £499, and Surat Collection dining chair, £399.
Damask Collection (12 piece dinner set) costs £55.
Various accessories are available including the top dinner
candle holder (set of two), £5, and Soho Glassware
Collection large wine glass set, £9.50.

Protect your dining room
table during the festivities:
● Tableshield: New products like
Tableshield are excellent protectors
underneath your linen saving your
table from nasty scratches, marks or
grease spots. Available from
John Lewis, you can find out more at
www.tableshield.com
● Polish: Give your real wood
(unvarnished) table a little tender
loving care between meals with a
‘natural creamed beeswax’ from
Briwax. Visit www.briwax.co.uk
● Table protection: Make sure all warm
dishes are set on a heat proof table
hotplate to stop any heat damage.
● Coasting: Get the coasters out.
Christmas means lots of drinks,
many glasses and plenty of
watermarks. And, remember to wipe
away all spills immediately, if you
don’t have any already.
● Spaced out: The more cramped, the
more likely things will go amiss. Keep
your very hot oversized dishes on a side
table, for example, to free up the table
and avoid any accidents.

“For a festive interior, mix silver, crystals
and white or try teaming black, amethyst
and glittering gold for a luxurious feel.”

All dressed up...

Sally Bendelow, Head of Home Design, Marks & Spencer
Above Marks & Spencer’s gorgeous
luxury crackers, priced from £49
for 12, are simply a must-have.

Create an unforgettable festive dining experience
for your family and guests with our essential guide to
dressing your table in-keeping with the season’s spirit.

FEATURE ROWENA CARR-ALLINSON

Another year, another conundrum. Christmas
tends to inspire mixed feelings: joy, kindness and
love, but also panic. When family and friends
descend, the eternal questions crop up: where
are they all going to sit, sleep or eat?
Christmas is the time to make the effort and to
transform your home and your dining room into
a warm, cosy and spectacular scene. So, this year,
how will you pick your dining furniture,
tableware and accessories?

DINING ROOM TABLES
AT CHRISTMAS TIME
Table tricks
The first question to answer when choosing
dining furniture is how many people will need to
be seated and how will it fit into the room? While
round tables tend to be cosier and more social,
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at the dining table. To bring a little life to your
chairs, have them re-upholstered with colourful
patterns. It also works on padded benches, which
are brilliant for occasions when extra seating is
required. If you are pushed for space, stools are a
useful option, which can slide into narrow gaps,
but are better suited to younger guests. As for
decorating, go the whole hog with festive chair
covers or simply add ribbon bows to each version
to tie them into the table’s decorative theme.

they can be less practical when seating large
numbers, creating a gulf across the table.
Rectangular models offer a better solution for
larger groups, especially those that come with
‘extra leaves’ to extend when necessary. Stephen
Carter, Managing Director at Chalon UK Ltd,
agrees that extending tables are a perfect
solution: “We believe a good dining table strikes a
perfect balance, combining comfortable eating
with classic style. Our extending tables work
perfectly for those occasions when family and
friends visit and extra space is required.”

Seating etiquette

Chair ideas
Long Christmas meals make it important for
everyone to be comfortably seated with enough
room and proper support. High backed chairs are
a good solution or, if you have space, follow the
increasing trend towards armchair-style models

The elegant Old Charm Lancaster Dining Suite is ideal for
group dining from Wood Bros (Furniture) Ltd. Extending
table, £1,110; dresser top, £1,324; sideboard, £1,070; dining
chair, £318 and Lancaster carver, £402.

Topkapi repeated flower and berry pattern, £40 per m,
from Voyage Decoration, makes a brilliant cover for
chairs and benches alike, as it’s exotic and inspiring.

Consider who your guests are, how they get
along with each other and how often they meet.
It’s tricky to seat the right people near one
another to avoid any potential friction or anyone
being left out. When hosting large parties,
remember to seat people of similar age groups
and interests together. And, if smaller children
are attending, it’s always worth checking with
the parents ahead of time whether they would

rather have a separate ‘kids’ table’ or not. Some
families can’t be apart, while others might
welcome the chance of a break and have
different schedules to stick to. Splitting couples
up is often the done thing though it can be
construed as a ‘forced separation’, so a good
compromise is being within easy reach without
necessarily being sat together.

Dreaming of a white Christmas
Setting a colour theme is essential to tie a table’s
decorations together. This year’s trends include
the traditional reds and greens, simple whites
and fashionable metallics following the trend set
by the catwalks. There are plenty of other ways
to set a theme, whether you use the actual
dinnerware or accessories. Be creative and bring
your personality to the table. Another method to
set the tone is by veering away from the
traditional Christmas menu to bring your own
twist on the event. Christmas dinners are
increasingly featuring goose and game, rather
than turkey, as well as up-to-date desserts
replacing the traditional pudding. >>

Above An everlasting simple table with a country house feel,
the Hülsta ET 900 dining table in Cherrywood Gold is
expandable and can seat the entire family in comfort.
Prices start from £2,333.
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TABLEWARE

Kelly Hoppen’s
Christmas table tips:

Using special tableware is a classic way
to bring a festive look to your table. And
Adrienne Chinn, Interior Designer, reveals:
“Christmas is a time to pull out all the stops on
the dining table. I always include fresh flowers
and greenery, candles, a linen tablecloth and
napkins, silverware, crystal, good china and
Christmas crackers, of course.”

Perfect plates
To keep things simple, choose contemporary,
white quality bone china, which is very
versatile and can be used at any time of year.
Otherwise, for those of you with children, why
not choose tableware which is more sturdy to

Design guru Kelly Hoppen shares her tips
on creating a gorgeous dining table.
● Go organic: Always have organic

Top tip
Don’t stand candles in
votives directly on your
furniture as this could
cause scorch marks.

Alessi’s gorgeous Italian cutlery is the latest in modern
design. Alessi LCD01 Caccia cutlery set designed by
Luigi Caccia Dominioni, varies in price with 25 pieces
available from £5 – £335 (set of 36 pieces).

Lovely linens

prevent any accidental breakages.

Gorgeous glasses
Great company, fine wine and maybe even
some champagne? This is the time to get out
the fancy glassware to raise a toast to plenty of
Christmas cheer. For a contemporary twist, opt
for glassware which will resemble the fragile
look of lace. Hand-crafted glasses will also look
like real luxury. Clear molten crystal versions,
which have been stretched, folded and unfolded
to produce graceful ripples and waves will

Above Red table cloths from antiques store, Guinevere, will
immediately brighten up your table dressing. Prices vary.

really look the part.

Sparkling white damask or linen tablecloths are
eternal classics. As a blank canvas, there isn’t
anything better. White is the perfect backdrop
for any colour you choose to set as your theme.
Heather Weaver, Textiles Specialist of
Guinevere Antiques, says: “Dressing your table
with red linens brings a warm glow to any
dinner party or intimate dinner for two.” And
to make sure your tablecloth
doesn’t rumple or get in the
way, use tablecloth clips,
which can be found in

textures incorporated in your table
settings with flowers and fresh fruit.
● Christmas in the air: Scented candles
will give your table the relaxing
atmosphere it needs at Christmas time.
● Rings & things: Napkin rings can
make all the difference. Try big chunky
ones on simple linen napkins for an
eye-catching effect.
● Glamorous linens: Table linens are
always a good and easy investment at
this time of the year. There are fantastic
sequined napkins in my ‘Glamour’
range, that will add a very simple, but
festive touch to your table.
● Colour co-ordinating: Chargers in
festive and seasonal colours will give
your dinnerware a completely new look
on the big day and make a statement.

Left The design of this red & white berry napkin
ring, 90p, from Lavender & Sage, comes from
early-19th century France.

most department stores. >>

Cutlery: a cut above

“Always have organic textures
incorporated into your table settings.”

With cutlery, there are two ways of looking at
it: classic or contemporary. Bring out the
family silver for a classic approach or be a little
daring with fantastic modern options, which
blend perfectly with a traditional setting and
have the added benefit of not needing any
polishing. Matteo Alessi, Managing Director at

A monochromatic Christmas table from The White
Company. The Cassis Collection includes Venetian
coloured glasses, £35 for four; Egyptian fine glass
candlesticks, from £12 each; velvet runner, £35, and
mats, £28, and the hemstitch table cloth, £70.

Alessi, agrees: “Cutlery is essential for a
festive table dressing. Blend modern and
traditional with sleek pieces.”

Nifty napkin rings
Go with chic retro dining thanks
to Villeroy & Boch’s latest
collection. Retro Country
accessories and Retro Coloured
stemware, Aureus, Ivoire and
Mira tableware, where prices
start from £13.50.

Napkin rings are a nice Christmas extra.
Usually discarded on today’s dining tables,
Christmas is their time to shine. Go for classic
silver rings, or use traditional beaded versions,
which are intertwined with green foilage.
Another fun option is for you to make your own
with ribbon or raffia. To add a little sparkle,
why not add battery-operated lights to a sprig
of holly or even ivy, fresh from the garden?

Reader offer
PH has teamed up
with Macmillan
Direct Publishing,
to offer you the
chance to buy
Table Inspirations:
Original Ideas
For Stylish
Entertaining, for
the special price of £10.99 incl.p&p
(rrp: £12.99) by calling Macmillan on
tel: 01256 302692 and quoting the reference
number GLR M63.
Normal conditions apply and the closing
date is 25th January 2007.

Left Delicate glassware: Whisp flute, goblet, tumbler and
wine glass from £4.50 at The Conran Shop.
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Kelly Hoppen, Celebrity Interior Designer

Designed by Mark Wilkinson Furniture, this black American
walnut table, priced at £20,000, is accompanied by the
tableware shown, which costs from £105 for a single
candlestick, as part of the One Hundred Percent Collection.
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ACCESSORIES
Raft’s Megan table, £2,094, presents a prime example
of how to create a dramatic contrast between wood
and a pristine white tablecloth and accessories.
Glassware from £4; silk cushion with pleat, £52;
silk rectangular cushion, £40; table runner, £20;
Geneva dining chairs, £129; cube planters, £31
for three; china from £4 and candlesticks, three for £11.

Accessories are key to creating a look on your
Christmas dining table. Whether you use
candles, flowers or home-made decorations,
this is the time to get creative.

Pick up colourful candles like cherub-shaped
versions or simply use an array of tea lights
in Christmas themed holders. For something
more elaborate, opt for opulent candelabras
dripping with glass jewels or, for a more lighthearted touch, choose candy-coloured
candlesticks. To create more of an atmosphere,
scented candles are a good trick. For a more
Christmassy feel, try pine cone candles or

Cracking crackers
Crackers are a vital part of the Christmas
entertainment. Luxurious crackers come in
a huge range of styles and colours, and favourites
this year seem to be glamorous gold sparkling
crackers, which would fit in with a gold and red
theme perfectly.

Fabulous flowers
Flowers are a lovely way to bring a fresh and
colourful touch to the table, but remember not
to overdo it. A huge centrepiece might look great,
but isn’t terribly practical. So, make sure the
arrangement doesn’t block the view for your
guests. Make your own centrepiece using blooms

Adrienne Chinn, Interior Designer
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from the florist, as well as some seasonal bits
and pieces from your garden, such as holly sprigs
or mistletoe.
If you are sticking to a colour theme and want
to add a personal touch, simply spray paint some
of your key pieces. Silver ivy is one way to create
a dramatic effect. Don’t forget to include a
Poinsetta in your decoration, as it’s the
traditional Christmas plant you can’t do without.

tips for a great
dinner party...

1. Don’t be too ambitious
Keep things simple to avoid getting
flustered and save any potential
kitchen disasters.

Cool candles

scented versions that will waft orange, cinnamon
and clove throughout your home.

“At Christmas on my dining table,
I always include a linen tablecloth and
napkins, silverware, crystal and china.”

10

A guaranteed Christmas aroma with scented pine
candles from Scotts of Stow, costing from £8.95
with an approximate burning time of 25 hours.

2. Be prepared
The more you can do before the party
starts, the better. If starters and
desserts are dealt with, it will give you
more time to enjoy the company rather
than slave in the kitchen.

Decorating extras

Place settings

Every year, even more decorations come on the

Creating place name holders is easy and a

market, from holly-shaped confetti to snazzy
baubles. Use colour-coordinated Christmas tree
decorations, or think out of the box by using
sweets, children’s toys or glass charms that will
twinkle in the candlelight. Other popular
options are mesh butterflies, wooden figurines
or garlands of greenery and berries across the
centre of the table or hung above.
Christine Kasoulis, Christmas Buyer at John
Lewis, advises hanging decorations overhead
too: “No space on the dining table for a
centrepiece? Simply hang decorations above the

unique way to really make your mark on your
dining room table. Stick to your colour theme
and use mesh butterflies or other delicate
ornaments to which you can clip a name card.
Another option is to simply use a flower laid
across a napkin with a name tag attached to it,
or if you are a whiz in the kitchen, bake
Christmas cupcakes or mince pies with each
person’s name on top.

3. Social match-making

Feeling fruity

5. Focus on decoration

table using invisible fishing wire.”

decorate a table without breaking the bank. For
a more complex arrangement, slice lemons and
oranges or apples and drop into a vase with

Bottom far left Gold Allington tableware napkin, £4 and gold
Allington tableware runner, £30, both Laura Ashley.
Bottom middle left Christmas pewter place name holders,
£10.95 for eight, from The Original Gift Company.
Bottom left Chalon UK Ltd’s large farmhouse side chair
priced at £490, with two smaller farmhouse side chairs, £415.
Extendable dining table with turned leg to seat eight to ten
people, priced at £3,095

Oranges and apples are a great seasonal way to

4. Keep it casual
If you must have a dress code, warn
your guests in advance. But best keep it
casual and comfortable.

By making your dining table look
special, you’ll make your guests feel
special and welcome.

a few sprigs: a minimal and arty result. For a
hassle-free dash of colour, simply fill oversized
bowls with clementines or nuts to the brim. PH

6. Create an atmosphere

Below right High-backed chairs with sleek lines fit in
with a traditional setting. The Hawthorn Dining Table
set starts at £995 from Furniture Village.

7. Check likes and dislikes

Additional contacts
Alessi (cutlery), tel: 020 7518 9090
or visit www.alessi.com
Bylaw (furniture), tel: 01568 780876
or visit www.bylaw.co.uk
Chalon UK Ltd (furniture), tel: 01458 254600
or visit www.chalon.com
Furniture Village (furniture), tel: 0800 783 0830
or visit www.furniturevillage.co.uk
Guinevere Antiques (tablecloths),
tel: 0207 736 2917 or visit www.guinevere.co.uk
Hulsta (furniture), tel: 020 7629 4881
or visit www.hulsta.co.uk
John Lewis (coasters and tableshield),
tel: 0845 604 9049 or visit www.johnlewis.com
Laura Ashley (linens), tel: 0871 230 2301
or visit www.lauraashley.com
Lavender & Sage (napkin ring), tel: 0845 601
0522 or visit www.lavenderandsage.co.uk
Mark Elliot, visit www.markelliot.co.uk
Mark Wilkinson Furniture (furniture &
tableware), tel: 01380 850004 or visit www.mwf.com
Marks & Spencer (crackers), tel: 0845 603 1603

Make sure your guests have something
in common, if they don’t already know
one another.

Good mood lighting is a must if you are
hoping to create cosy surroundings.

Someone is bound to be allergic to some
foods or be vegetarian, so check first.

8. Providing plenty
or visit www.marksandspencer.com
Parlour Farm, tel: 01285 885336
or visit www.parlourfarm.com
Raft (furniture and tableware), tel: 020 8450 5078
or visit www.raftltd.co.uk
Scotts of Stow (candles), tel: 0870 942 9292
or visit www.scottsofstow.co.uk
Simon Taylor Ltd, tel: 01296 468156
or visit www.simon-taylor.co.uk
The Conran Shop (glasses), tel: 020 7589 7401
or visit www.conranshop.co.uk
The Original Gift Company (name holders),
tel: 0870 942 3838 or visit www.theoriginalgift.co.uk
The White Company (linens and glassware), tel:
0870 900 9555 or visit www.thewhitecompany.com
Villeroy & Boch (dinnerware), tel: 020 8875 6060
or visit www.villeroy-boch.com
Voyage Decoration (fabrics & upholstery),
tel: 0141 641 1700 or visit
www.voyagedecoration.com
Wood Bros Ltd (furniture),
tel: 0845 1 303 303 or visit: www.woodbros.co.uk

Plan extra food and wine, as there’s
nothing worse than running out.

9. Keep smiling
A welcoming host goes a long way.

10. Sitting pretty
Think about your seating plan before
guests start hovering.
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